How the Media Fights For Our
Attention

By Lori Bizocco
When it comes down to it, what really makes a story worth
reading? At the very least, the content should inform the
public of something important in an interesting, truthful
matter. Unfortunately, today’s media producers seem much more
concerned about attention-grabbing methods and getting as many
people as possible to click on their article. A good story
hardly seems to matter when consumers will view ads and make
the publishers happy.

The more media fights for our
attention the harder it’ll be to
distinguish
authenticity
from
clickbaited information
So how exactly do these media producers draw us in to begin
with? Most use what is called an “inverted pyramid” model,
which prioritizes information that is interesting and likely
to grab our attention, filling in the details as the story
goes on. However, the information that is at the end of the
article is not any less important. In fact, these last
paragraphs often provide the necessary details for fully
understanding the event being elaborated on.
Once you learn that most people have very short attention
spans and will only spend an average of 96 seconds reading an
article, it’s concerning to think about how easy it for
readers to walk away from an article with only half of the
story. This issue becomes much more serious when you look at
the headlines used for these clickbait articles. Rather than
give an accurate picture of what the story will cover, these
headlines often over-exaggerate insignificant details or
misrepresent what happened to make it seem more interesting.
This can lead to readers being seriously misinformed and can
even ruin the reputation of the people being talked about in
the article.
Related Link: Dating Advice: Why ‘Ghosting’ is the New Normal
in the Dating Scene
An unfortunate example of this is a news story that recently
was published has a headline that would make readers believe a
certain male producer did a terrible act to a female writer
working on his show, causing her to leave the company.
However, the real story is far less interesting and has a

different line of events to tell.
First off, the inappropriate act was just a side hug. While
the female writer claimed to feel uncomfortable, the situation
was dealt with by HR. The producer went through sensitivity
training and the writer was satisfied with the man’s
willingness to learn from his mistakes. So why did she leave?
Well, her reason for leaving had nothing to do with the
producer at all! Her actual reason for quitting was that she
claims the network reduced her workload after the incident.
Unhappy with how they were treating her, she decided to leave
the show and take her talents elsewhere.
Related Link: Parenting Tips: Social Media Apps to Keep an Eye
On
If you’re anything like me, you’re probably confused as to why
this story was ever published to begin with. This story
doesn’t have anything valuable to share, and it wasn’t even
entertaining to read. It’s just another clickbait article
released to make money as quickly and easily as possible.
However, is completely tarnishing a person’s name and making
people believe he was to blame for the situation worth some
clicks? The media would be much better off grabbing our
attention with stories that are worth our time.

Product Review: Dysport &
Restylane for Natural-Looking
Skincare Success

Written by Courtney Shapiro
Getting older doesn’t necessarily mean you need to look your
age or go through extensive surgery to achieve a younger
appearance. Healthy and smooth looking skin is possible for
everyone.

Galderma, a global leader in
skincare, has created several
products which are key to retaining

effortless-looking beauty. Two of
their most successful products to
date include Dysport and Restylane.
Our founder, Lori Bizzoco found out first hand when she
visited Brian D. Cohen, M.D., a board-certified plastic
surgeon with offices in Great Neck and Manhattan. First, she
was given Dysport which was injected in her forehead, around
her eyes, and on her glabellar lines.
“I have very strong muscles in my face, and there is one
stubborn line on my forehead that never seems to go away or
soften with make-up or creams,” she said. “I wasn’t sure if
Dysport would really do the trick, but after only a few days,
my line has completely faded away.”

Dysport is an FDA-approved prescription injection for the
treatment of moderate to severe frown lines between the

eyebrows. The great news is that with Dysport, it’s the frown
lines between the eyebrows that are minimized, not your
expressions. It is a good choice for anyone under 65 who wants
to give their skin a little rejuvenation.
Related Link: Product Review: Giuliana Rancic
Fountain of Truth, a Clean-Beauty Skincare Line

Launches

In addition to treating the lines around her forehead, Bizocco
also opted for a lip plumping procedure using Restylane
Silk. “I have extremely thin lips,” she said. “But, I was
always nervous to use a filler because I didn’t want them to
look overdone.”

Restylane® can be used to add volume and fullness to the skin
to correct moderate to severe facial wrinkles and folds, such
as the lines from your nose to the corners of your mouth.
Restylane offers five different product options all given in
the form of injection including, Restylane Silk, Restylane
Lyft, Restylane, Restylane Refyne, and Restylane Defyne. Each
treatment is suited for any healthy person over 21 who wants

to improve their skin quality.
Related Link: Product Review: Visit VU Hair Salon in New York
For Red Carpet Worthy Hair
“The injection to my lips did hurt a little more than I
expected and there was some bruising and swelling for a couple
of days,” she admitted. “However, the end result was worth it
because my lips look fuller and lipstick goes on much
smoother.”
Thanks to Dr. Cohen and his staff, our founder’s concerns were
alleviated because the team took their time explaining the
procedures thoroughly. The best part was that Dr. Cohen
reassured her that she would walk out of the office with
natural-looking results!
“Nothing was overdone or noticeable,” she said. “In fact, I
was able to go back to my normal day the minute I walked out
the door.”
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@cohenplasticsurgery or on Facebook.
If you are looking for a natural-looking way to boost your
appearance, try Dysport or one of Restylane’s many products
today!

